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Abstract
Seismic methods were used to locate an impermeable water barrier (density body), constructed in
front of a homogenous earth-fill dam (Prätisbach) in Eastern Styria, Austria. This detention reservoir,
built in 1985/86, was constructed of locally mined materials. Key to this structures functionality is its
impermeable core located within the upstream toe of the dam and parallel to the dam axis. This density
body is reported to be composed of the same material as in the main structure, but has undergone
intensive artificial compaction. Current pool level in the detention reservoir is consistent with the
designed top of the density body, about 2 m below the surface. Seismic methods were attempted because
no apparent anomaly was evident on electromagnetic data associated with the density body. Surface
wave (MASW) and refraction seismic methods provided compressional (Vp) and shear-wave (Vs)
velocities along a profile that should have crossed directly over the density body of the dam. With only a
subtle increase in Vp velocity within the designed density body interval, the findings of the seismic
survey appear consistent with the electromagnetic data. A loosely fitting relationship was developed
providing a better understanding of the internal condition of the dam.

Introduction
Mechanical parameters considered during the design and construction phase of an earth-fill dam
and the geological substratum are mainly responsible for the reliability of its safety judgment
(Karastathis et al., 2002). Often such structures remain in service longer than their designed lifetime.
The structure materials gradually degrade which effects the mechanical properties of the structure (Bond
et al., 2000). Internal erosion (piping) and seepage problem in the embankment and/or in the foundation
can be the catalyst for dam failure. Therefore, assessing the mechanical properties of earthen structures
such as dams and levees is critical due to their direct relationship to the safety of people and property
downstream.
Proven correlation between acoustic properties and stiffness/rigidity is the basis for developing
and implementing field efficient, laterally continuous, non-invasive methods to accurately measure the
seismic wavefield within earthen structures. As well, routine non-invasive appraisal of dam/dike core
integrity is feasible and could prove quite valuable in some settings. Ultimately, the goal of the
interrogation of earthen structures is to identify localized anomalous material zones, indicative of either
dissolution activity or non-uniform compaction/settling, prior to surface subsidence or the formation of
vertically extensive chimney or laterally continuous piping features. Seismic techniques hold vast
potential for imaging and measuring materials in a fashion applicable to evaluations of dam integrity.
Various geophysical techniques can be used to study the internal structure of a dam. Seismic
methods provide excellent resolution and characterization potential, however, incorporation with other
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non-seismic methods greatly improves both the confidence in the interpretations as well as reduces some
of the non-uniqueness that is inherent with any geophysical method. In this study we have chosen
different seismic methods to investigate the subsurface barrier of an earth-fill dam of a detention
reservoir that should restrict seepage into the main dam body.

Description of the dam
The homogenous earth-fill dam, Prätisbach is located in Austria (15.8°E, 47.3°N, Fig. 1) within
the Pöllauer basin, which is in the border area of the Pannonian climate zone. This dam was constructed
of locally mined materials in 1985/86. Hilly, Tertiary countryside dominates the large-scale landscape
surrounding the reservoir area. The main rock types in this area are gneiss and mica schist.
Unconsolidated sediments in the valley bottom consist of loam, sandy loam and loamy sand, with a
partly dry gravel soil. The technical details of the dam are given in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Map of Europe; red circle marks the location of the Prätisbach dam in Austria, b) top: view
from within the detention reservoir to the dam, bottom: view from the track above the density body to
the dam crest.
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a)

b)
Figure 2: a) Plan view of the Prätisbach dam. The yellow rectangle marks the assumed location and
geometry of the density body. The orange line marks the profile the three seismic lines were acquired
along. b) Cross section of the Prätisbach dam. The position of the density body is marked in blue.
Key to the dams functionality is its impermeable core (density body) located within the upstream
toe of the dam, about 2 m below the surface (s. Fig. 2b), and parallel to the dam axis (s. Fig. 2a). The
density body is 1.5 m wide at the top and 9.0 m wide at the bottom. The vertical distance between top of
the density body and the dam crest is 9.8 m. This density body is reported to be composed of the same
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material as in the main dam body, but has undergone intensive artificial compaction reducing the
hydraulic conductivity by a factor 100 (R. Frei, personal communication). It is only known that the fill
material that makes up the main body is composed of coarse grain material that is well-sorted with a
grain-size distribution between 0 and 300 mm. The hydraulic conductivity of this material is 0.1 m/s
(Frei, 2003). With the large conductivity contrast between the density body and main body, Bhandari et
al. (2005) during a previous attempt to detect this internal structure made the assumption that this
density body should be easily located using the electromagnetic (EM) method.

Data acquisition and setup
Three seismic lines were acquired along a profile (orange line in Fig. 2a) parallel to the dam
axis and directly above the assumed density body. There is no topographic relief along this profile.
Geometrics ES 2401 seismograph (with 24 channels) and 4.5 Hz vertical geophones were used to
acquire the seismic data for this study. The sampling interval was 0.1 ms (L1) and 1 ms (L2, L3). A 6 kg
sledge hammer with a muRata trigger switch generated the seismic energy. Line L1 was designed for
standard refraction seismics (P waves) with the objective to detect the dam toe (layer boundary between
poured and autochthonous material, in 5 to 9 m depth expected) and the top of the density body (in 1.5
to 2 m depth according to the cross section (Fig. 2b)). Therefore, receiver spacing varied between 1 and
2 m on this 38 m long profile, a distance that included both shot points beyond the ends of the line. Two
overlapping lines (L2 and L3) were acquired to maximize the potential lateral subsurface range at this
site for multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) with the same objectives as L1. The receiver
positions of L2 and L3 are shown in Fig. 3. Each of these two lines was 23 m long with a 1 m receiver
spacing. The source rolled from off one end, through the spread, and off the other end of the line; with
offline offsets: 12 / 0 m (L2 / L3) on the WSW end and 7 / 12 m (L2 / L3) on the ENE end. This allowed
extraction of several 12 trace optimum spreads from the 24 receiver data set (recommended minimum
number for MASW) each with a different source-first receiver offset. Several different configurations
were tested each with different depth resolution potentials (depending on the frequency range in the
surface waves).

Results
Fig. 3 shows the result for line L1 interpreted with the intercept time method (ITM) for shot S1
and reversed shot S2. The direct wave (Vp approx. 200 m/s) can only be seen on the reversed shot. For
the ITM it is assumed that the direct wave for S1 has the same velocity as S2. The dam toe (second
refracted wave) can clearly be observed. For the dam body we find Vp velocities varying between 700
and 800 m/s and for the hard rock beneath the dam toe an average velocity around 3600 m/s. Beneath
the WSW shot point (S1) the refractor is in 7.8 m depth and beneath the ENE shot point (S2) in 5.0 m
depth (Fig. 3 bottom). The travel time fluctuations of the second refracted wave suggest some
topography along the dam toe refractor. Additionally the dam covering soil (Vp approx. 200 m/s) with a
thickness varying between 0.1 (WSW) and 0.8 m (ENE) can be seen. The top of the density body does
not appear to have been detected. This is consistent with the observation of Bhandari et al. (2005) on
EM data. They did not detect an anomaly associated with the density body in spite of the more than
sufficient resolution potential of their data.
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Figure 3: ITM result for line L1. Top: travel times with fits for direct wave and refracted waves for shot
S1 (red) and reversed shot S2 (blue). Triangles mark the position of receivers from line L2 (black) and
line L3 (grey). Bottom: depth model; dashed lines connect the inverted refractor depths beneath the two
shot points S1 and S2.
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In a second step we applied turning-ray refraction tomography method (Zhang and Toksoz,
1998) on the L1 travel times. The solution is shown in Fig. 4. Again the dam toe refractor is clearly
visible and possesses some topography. Between stations 1045 and 1070 a hint of a velocity contrast is
evident at a depth of around 2m. This finding matches the reported depth to the top of the density body.
It should be mentioned that the velocity (approx. 250 m/s) above this ‘layer boundary’ is much slower
than Vp in the main body (Vp: 500 … 650 m/s, Bhandari et al., 2005).

WSW

ENE

Figure 4: Turning-ray refraction tomography method for line L1. Bottom shows the ray-covered areas
only.
Finally we used data from lines L2 and L3 for MASW method for estimating Vs (Park et al.,
1999). For both lines the frequency range from 18 to 36 Hz was analyzed. The surface-wave phase
velocities at those frequencies are about 200 m/s representing wavelengths of about 4 m. Using the half
wavelength assumption it can be estimated that the shallowest confident shear wave velocity (Vs)
estimates are at about 2 m depth. The Vs cross-section is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows a clear contrast
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a)

b)

Figure 5: MASW result for lines L2 and L3 together for the source rolling a) from WSW Æ ENE and
b) from ENE Æ WSW through the spread.
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in Vs at around 2m depth. This matches the slight Vp contrast observed with refraction tomography. But
for Vs we have a decrease in velocity from approx. 260 m/s to approx. 200 m/s. For the source rolling
from ENE to WSW through the receiver spread (Fig. 5b) the velocity contrast is much weaker – except
for stations 1036 to 1039 - than for the source rolling from WSW to ENE (Fig. 5a). Within this zone
there is partly a further decrease in Vs. The high velocity values at the top 2 m of the Vs section should
be treated with caution and higher degree of uncertainty because of the lack shorter wavelengths (higher
fundamental mode frequencies) sampling the dam.

Conclusions
We used three different seismic methods to study the area of the reported density body at the
Prätisbach dam in Austria. The standard refraction seismics with ITM interpretation could not detect the
top of this body. Refraction tomography (Vp) and MASW (Vs) detect a velocity contrast in approx. 2m
depth, the reported top of the density body. But the compressional wave velocity above this contrast is
much smaller than measured in the main body, i.e. the velocity contrast is not associated with the
uncompacted fill material. This suggests a possible degradation in the mechanical properties of the
density body assuming the reported intensive artificial compaction which reduced the hydraulic
conductivity by a factor 100 really occurred. For Vs we find a low-velocity zone between 2.5 and 4.5 m
below this ‘top’. At the present moment we speculate that presence of water could decrease particle
cohesion and thus decrease the shear strength of the material.
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